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Executive Summary
Rural Business-Cooperative Service Value-Added Agricultural Product Market
Development Grant Program (Audit Report No. 34601-3-KC)
Results in Brief

This report presents the results of our audit survey of the Rural
Business-Cooperative Service (RBS) procedures used to implement the
Value-Added Agricultural Product Market Development Grant Program
(VAPG). Our objective was to determine whether RBS had established
sufficient management controls for the VAPG to ensure the grants were
properly awarded and used in accordance with the Grant Agreements and
whether the need existed for further audit coverage. The primary objective of
the VAPG is to help independent producers of agricultural commodities and
other eligible entities develop and implement business plans for viable
marketing opportunities and develop strategies to create marketing
opportunities. VAPG grants are intended to facilitate greater participation in
emerging markets and create new markets for value-added products. Grants
are to be awarded only if projects or ventures are determined to be
economically viable and sustainable.1
We found that VAPG grants, totaling about $20.4 million and $37.5 million
in fiscal year (FY) 2001 and FY 2002, respectively, were awarded without
sufficient internal management control policies and internal operating
procedures necessary to both ensure appropriate delivery of the program
benefits and grant recipient compliance with their agreements. Also, VAPG
grant awards totaling about $28.5 million were made for FY 2003 without
first developing and implementing comprehensive regulations or internal
operating procedures necessary to administer the program. RBS stated that
this occurred because sufficient time was not available to develop, publish,
and finalize program regulations and internal operating procedures while at
the same time obligating FY 2003 VAPG funding.
RBS published proposed VAPG regulations during June 2003,2 although it
did not implement them prior to the end of FY 2003. The Office of the
General Counsel (OGC) and the Office of Management and Budget permitted
RBS National office officials to implement the program as a pilot program
during FY 2001 after the program was authorized by the Agricultural Risk
Protection Act. During FY 2002, the Farm Security and Rural Investment
Act subsequently clarified the VAPG eligibility requirements for agricultural
products and producers, and RBS asserted they needed to solicit project
proposals and make grant awards within reduced timeframes after both acts

1

The VAPG program was authorized by section 231 of the Agriculture Risk Protection Act of 2000 and amended by
section 6401 of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002.
2
Proposed Rural Development (RD) Instruction 4284 includes definitions and requirements common to all RBS grant
programs. Proposed RD Instruction 4284(J) includes instructions specific to the VAPG program. The Proposed Rules
were published in the Federal Register on June 13, 2003.
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were enacted. Also, RBS asserted that the need to obtain final clearance for
the VAPG regulations from OGC and the Office of Management and Budget
delayed implementation of the final regulations during FY 2003. As a result,
there was reduced assurance that RBS grants of about $86.4 million
(FYs 2001 to 2003) were awarded to the most worthy applicants whose
proposals reflected the legislative intent of the program.
We provided written comments, dated August 12, 2003, to RBS regarding
our concerns on the proposed VAPG regulations. These concerns are also
included in this report. Based on our survey results, we plan to perform
additional audit work to determine whether grant funds were properly
awarded and were being used according to Grant Agreements.
Recommendations
In Brief

RBS Response

We recommend that RBS consult with OGC officials and obtain their written
guidance regarding those areas cited in this audit report that must be
addressed through revision of the proposed VAPG rules and regulations, and
those areas that can be satisfactorily addressed through the planned VAPG
handbook, Letters of Conditions, Grant Agreements, Requests for Proposals,
etc. Also, we recommend that RBS revise the proposed rules and regulations,
as recommended by OGC, as well as other program procedures, agreements,
etc., as applicable. Also, we recommend that RBS obtain a written
determination from OGC officials whether actions taken, regarding VAPG
rulemaking, program procedures, agreements, etc., have met the requirements
of the Administrative Procedures Act. In addition, we recommend that RBS
consult with OGC officials to determine the need to postpone awarding
VAPG grant funds for future years until the cited regulations and internal
operating procedures are finalized and implemented.
RBS officials provided written comments, dated January 29, 2004,
expressing agreement with many of conditions cited in the official draft
report (see exhibit A). However, RBS officials disagreed that the conditions
should be addressed through revisions of the VAPG regulations. RBS
officials stated that implementing the Office of Inspector General’s
suggestions for strengthening the VAPG through regulation would severely
hamper the agency’s ability to effectively and efficiently deliver the VAPG.
Rather, RBS officials stated most of the concerns should be addressed
through the planned VAPG handbook, annual Requests for Proposals, and the
Letters of Conditions provided to all approved projects. In addition, RBS
officials stated that, in their opinion, substantive performance requirements
must be developed on a project-by-project basis because of the great diversity
of projects. In addition, RBS officials stated that they believe the
aforementioned actions can be substantially completed prior to the release of
additional program funds.
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OIG Position

The written response to the official draft report indicates RBS generally plans
to take positive actions to correct the conditions cited in this report.
However, we continue to believe RBS needs to consult with OGC officials to
obtain their written guidance regarding those areas which need to be included
in the VAPG regulations and those that can be addressed satisfactorily
through handbook procedures, Requests for Proposal, Letters of Conditions,
and Grant Agreements. The Findings and Recommendations section of the
report provides the full details of the additional information needed to
achieve management decisions on Recommendations Nos. 1 and 2. Also, we
will need to be advised of the specific actions contemplated or planned along
with acceptable timeframes for completing the proposed actions.
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Abbreviations Used in This Report
CFR
FY
NOFA
OGC
RBS
RD
USDA
VAPG

Code of Federal Regulations
Fiscal Year
Notice of Fund Availability
Office of the General Counsel
Rural Business-Cooperative Service
Rural Development
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Value-Added Agricultural Product Market Development Grant Program
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Background and Objectives
Background

The Value-Added Agricultural Product Market Development Grant Program
(VAPG) was authorized by the Agriculture Risk Protection Act of 2000 and
amended by the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002. The
primary objective of the VAPG is to help eligible independent producers of
agricultural commodities, producer groups, farmer and rancher cooperatives,
and majority-owned producer-based business ventures develop business plans
for viable marketing opportunities and develop strategies to create marketing
opportunities. VAPG grants are intended to facilitate greater participation in
emerging markets and create new markets for value-added products. The
Agriculture Risk Protection Act provided that the total grant award provided
to a VAPG recipient could not exceed $500,000. Grants are to be awarded
only if projects or ventures are determined to be economically viable and
sustainable.
The Secretary of Agriculture delegated administration of the VAPG to the
Rural Business-Cooperative Service (RBS) upon its enactment in fiscal year
(FY) 2001. During each FY, RBS announces the availability of VAPG grant
funds through publication of a Notice of Fund Availability (NOFA) in the
Federal Register. RBS uses the NOFAs to request project proposals from
eligible producers interested in obtaining a competitively awarded VAPG
grant. Each NOFA includes brief descriptions of the program background,
recipient and product eligibility, eligible grant and matching fund uses, and
the methods for evaluating and ranking applications. Applications and
project proposals must be submitted to the appropriate Rural Development
(RD) State office on or before the date specified in the NOFA.
RBS State office personnel initially review applications for completeness and
responsiveness to the NOFA. For all applications where it is determined the
application is complete and the proposed project is eligible for a grant award,
three separate formal indepth evaluations are performed of the proposed
project. The formal in-depth evaluations are based on the Evaluation Criteria
section of the NOFA and point scores are assigned to the project proposals
based on each review. State office personnel perform the first formal indepth
evaluation. The National office then selects an independent contractor to
conduct two additional formal indepth evaluations of all complete and
eligible project proposals. All accepted and formally evaluated applications
are forwarded to the National office and ranked according to their established
scores. The ranked applications are then presented, along with the
recommended individual funding levels, to the RBS Administrator, who
selects and awards the grants.
RBS is one of three major program areas operating under the RD mission
area. Public Law 103-354, the Federal Crop Insurance Reform and
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Department of Agriculture Reorganization Act of 1994, established RBS.
The mission of RBS is to enhance the quality of life for all rural residents by
assisting new and existing cooperatives and businesses through partnership
with rural communities. The Washington, D.C., National office, 47 State
offices, and over 800 field offices administer RBS programs.
Objectives

The primary survey objective was to determine if RBS had established
sufficient management controls to ensure VAPG grant funds were properly
awarded and effectively used for authorized purposes according to Grant
Agreements and program regulations and procedures.
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Findings and Recommendations
Section 1. VAPG Grants Awarded Without Final Published Rules
Finding 1

VAPG Controls Were Inadequate
We concluded that the proposed VAPG regulations published by RBS in the
Federal Register during June 2003, as well as the interim NOFAs used to
administer the program for FYs 2001, 2002, and 2003, did not include
sufficient internal management or administrative control policies and
procedures necessary to ensure appropriate delivery of the program benefits
or recipient compliance with Grant Agreements. We also observed an
absence of internal agency directives to administer the program. According
to National office officials, required rulemaking procedures were not
followed because the VAPG was implemented as a new pilot program for
FY 2001 and continued in pilot program status for FY 2002. RBS officials
stated they did not have sufficient time available after the enactment of the
legislation for both years’ programs to develop the regulations and operating
procedures before they published the required solicitations for project
proposals and made grant awards. Also, they said the VAPG was unique
from other RBS grant and loan programs, which made their identification and
development of the internal control policies and procedures more difficult.
As a result, there was not reasonable assurance that VAPG grant awards were
always properly awarded in accordance with the Agricultural Risk Protection
Act, as amended, and funds were provided only to eligible applicants with the
ability to protect the Government’s investment in projects and perform all
activities required by the Grant Agreement and program regulations.
The Administrative Procedure Act3 provides rulemaking requirements for all
Federal programs. A Secretarial Memorandum4 established a policy to apply
the Administrative Procedure Act’s rulemaking procedures to matters relating
to all U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) grant and loan programs.
Before issuing a notice of proposed rulemaking, each agency should, where
appropriate, seek the involvement of those who are intended to benefit from
and those expected to be burdened by any regulation.5 Regulations may only
be issued on an emergency basis with no prior opportunity for comment if
there is good cause not to solicit comments on the rule and the reason is set
forth in the rule as published. This “good cause” exception is to be construed
narrowly and used only in unusual circumstances.6 RD Instructions also

3

Title 5 United States Code (553).
USDA Secretary Hardin Memorandum, dated July 20, 1971.
5
Departmental Regulation 1512-1, dated March 1997, and Executive Order 12866, section 6(a).
6
Departmental Regulation 1512-1, paragraph 6(d)(1), dated March 1997.
4
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confirm regulations must be published in the Federal Register if they affect
the rights, responsibilities, duties, or obligations of the public.7
During FY 2001 and 2002,8 the only public notifications made by RBS of
VAPG grant fund availability and eligibility requirements were NOFAs
published in the Federal Register. RBS did not seek to involve agricultural
product producers in the rulemaking and did not include a reason for not
soliciting comment from the public in the NOFAs. The NOFAs included
brief sections describing eligible products and producers, project proposal
preparation, eligible grant fund uses, methods for evaluating and ranking
project proposals, and evaluation criteria and weighting factors. However,
the NOFAs did not adequately describe the management policies and
administrative control procedures the agency would utilize in receiving,
processing, and awarding grants. Controls were not specified to ensure
VAPG grants were provided only to qualified applicants, VAPG grant award
recipients complied with all Grant Agreement and program requirements, and
grant funds were used for authorized purposes. We further noted an absence
of internal agency directives and procedures showing those management
control policies and procedures to be followed in administering the program.
The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) personnel interviewed told us that
they waived publication of the regulations for the first 2 years because they
had approved the VAPG as a pilot program and the use of NOFAs to
announce grant availability. For FY 2003, OGC officials said they initially
informed RBS the use of a NOFA, prior to release of final program
regulations, would not be approved. OGC directed RBS to follow required
Departmental Regulations for rulemaking requirements, including seeking
public comments, prior to soliciting proposals for FY 2003 VAPG projects.
However, on September 4, 2003, OGC permitted RBS to subsequently
publish a NOFA soliciting FY 2003 project proposals without first finalizing
its draft regulation. The provisions contained in the NOFA were very similar
to those in prior NOFAs and did not further elaborate on the policies and
procedures the agency would follow in receiving, processing, and awarding
grants for that year. OGC officials explained they approved the FY 2003
NOFA because clearance of the final regulation by the Office of Budget and
Program Analysis division of the Office of Management and Budget was
delayed. According to the NOFA, FY 2003 project proposals were required
to be submitted to the applicable State office by October 20, 2003.
We found the proposed VAPG regulations published in the Federal Register
during June 2003, as well as the interim NOFAs used for FYs 2001, 2002,
7

RD Instruction 2006.167.
RBS published two NOFAs on March 6, 2001. The first solicited proposals for a VAPG Information Resource Center.
The second solicited proposals for two rounds of FY 2001 producer grants with deadlines of April 23, 2001, and
June 27, 2001, respectively. (The deadline for the second round was subsequently extended to July 27, 2001.) The NOFA
soliciting proposals for FY 2002 projects was published on June 24, 2002.
8
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and 2003, provided insufficient operating procedures. Controls were not
established to provide reasonable assurance that VAPG funds were provided
only to eligible applicants with the ability to protect the Government’s
investment in projects and to perform all activities required by the Grant
Agreements. Specifically, we found that the proposed regulation did not
ensure participant eligibility because it did not:
1. Require entities and/or individual applicants to disclose any previous
individual, partner, or cooperative participation in Federal grant and loan
programs; fully document whether the application was for a new or
existing operation; require credit checks before VAPG Grant Agreements
were approved; and require background checks or contacts with
references to verify the applicant’s suitability and integrity.
2. Specify adequate procedures to effectively ensure grant award recipients
would complete their responsibility to provide the required matching
funds, or inkind contributions, and that inkind contributions were
properly valued.
3. Require that applicants fully disclose any planned related-party
transactions, including purchases of goods or services between the entity
making the VAPG grant proposal and any affiliated company or
individual. Also, applicants were not required to disclose planned
related-party payments for salaries, consulting or other fees,
commissions, rent payments, or fund transfers to any principal, officer, or
other entity or individual that provided management, labor, goods, or
services to the grant award recipient.
4. Require evidence that other proposed expenditures from VAPG grant
funds were reasonable and typical compared to similar projects. (RBS
servicing officials were not required to compare proposed project costs to
prevailing costs of doing similar business in the market area.)
5. Specify corrective actions necessary or sanctions to be imposed if
noncompliance with Grant Agreement requirements or RBS policies and
procedures is disclosed.
6. Provide specific requirements to RBS servicing officials on conducting
site visits and meeting regularly with project management. Instead, the
National office provided supplemental letters to State office personnel
requesting them to perform nonspecific fund reviews for projects
receiving grant awards. The proposed regulation did not specify the
frequency, procedures, and timeframes in which site visits should be
completed, or require servicing officials to comprehensively document
their visits, conclusions, and recommendations to project management.
Also, requirements did not specify that project management must
maintain an acceptable financial accounting and management system and
USDA/OIG-A/34601-3-KC
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RBS officials were not required to verify the accuracy of the project
financial statements. Also, specific requirements were not in place for
conducting physical inspections and verifying the accuracy of the
accomplishment and performance reports of the project.
7. All requirements for grant award recipients were not included into a
formalized document. This would include State offices obtaining
previously completed feasibility studies prior to approving use of VAPG
grant funds for project working capital and providing advance approval of
contracts for feasibility studies for planning projects.
Further, according to the proposed regulations, RBS plans to solicit future
applications on a competitive basis by publication of one or more Requests
for Proposals.9 However, the proposed regulations do not provide specific
details of the process RBS plans to use to determine producer and product
eligibility, rank project proposals, and select grant award recipients. Instead,
the proposed regulations state the specific details of the proposed agency
process are to be subsequently included in the planned Requests for
Proposals. RBS does not plan to solicit public comment on the planned
Request for Proposal provisions prior to seeking future project proposals and
making VAPG grant awards. Therefore, the planned process of using
Requests for Proposals, instead of NOFAs, will not significantly improve the
RBS process and allow sufficient opportunity for public comment.
Specifically:
8. Adequate opportunity will not be provided to agricultural product
producers to give RBS comments and recommendations for clarification
or improvement of any planned changes to the final project proposal
evaluation criteria, scoring weights, and ranking methodology included in
future solicitations of project proposals.
9. The description of the planned project proposal evaluation process for
future years does not provide specific details of the process RBS officials
will use to select agricultural economists or other technical experts from
the RBS staff or select outside contractors to evaluate VAPG project
proposals.10
10. Details are not provided regarding the circumstances in which the
Administrator will award additional points to project proposals in order to
increase the potential that VAPG grant awards will be more evenly
distributed throughout the Nation.
We concluded the proposed regulation does not provide sufficient description
of policies and procedures to be used in administering the VAPG. Also, RBS
9

Proposed RD Instruction 4284.910.
Proposed RD Instruction 4284.912.

10
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has not provided adequate opportunity for agricultural product producers to
comment on all relevant program provisions and for agency officials to
include appropriate improvements and address their concerns in the final
regulations and future solicitations for VAPG project proposals. We also
noted internal directives and procedures concerning agency administration of
the program were lacking.
Recommendation No. 1
Consult with OGC officials and obtain their written guidance regarding
which of those areas cited in this audit report must be addressed through
revision of the proposed VAPG rules and regulations, and those areas that
can be satisfactorily addressed through the planned VAPG handbook, Letters
of Condition, Grant Agreements, Requests for Proposals, etc. Revise the
proposed rules and regulations, as recommended by OGC, as well as other
program procedures, agreements, etc., as applicable. Obtain a written
determination from OGC officials whether actions taken regarding VAPG
rulemaking, program procedures, agreements, etc., have met the requirements
of the Administrative Procedures Act.
RBS Response.
RBS’ written response (see exhibit A), shows it agrees with many of the
concerns outlined in the report, but it strongly disagrees with the
recommendation that these concerns be addressed via regulation. It is RBS’
position that implementing the Office of Inspector General’s suggestions in a
regulation would severely hamper RBS’ ability to deliver the VAPG. RBS
believes that most of the Office of Inspector General’s issues can be
addressed in its planned program handbook, the annual Request for
Proposals, and through individual Letters of Conditions. While RBS
declined to reissue the proposed regulation to address the 10 factors cited in
the report, it agrees that the issues are relevant, but prefers to address them in
an alternative manner.
RBS noted it planned to take several actions to address the conditions cited in
the report. Specifically, RBS officials plan to:
•

Develop a “high-risk” status to address financial concerns after an
applicant has been selected for VAPG grant funding. RBS plans to
include the procedure to check applicants for suspension or debarment in
the planned VAPG handbook (audit detail issue No. 1).

•

Include in the standard VAPG Grant Agreement an additional statement
regarding grantor authority to verify matching funds valuation and
expenditures. RBS plans to develop procedures to verify the matching
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fund valuation and expenditures and publish the procedures in the
planned VAPG handbook (audit detail issue No. 2).
•

Modify the standard VAPG Grant Agreement to require VAPG grant
recipients to disclose any and all related-party agreements and/or
financial transactions (audit detail issue No. 3).

•

Incorporate in the planned VAPG handbook recommendations for
determining the reasonableness of expenditures from VAPG grant funds,
and require grant monitors to review the expenditures for reasonableness
(audit detail issue No. 4).

•

Develop procedures for implementing sanctions if a grantee fails to
comply with Grant Agreement requirements and include the procedures
in the planned VAPG handbook (audit detail issue No. 5).

•

Publish requirements for project site visits in the planned annual Request
for Proposal and VAPG handbook (audit detail issue No. 6).

•

Publish procedures for approval in the VAPG handbook (audit detail
issue No. 7).

•

Continue to publish review procedures, funding levels, and award
procedures in the Requests for Proposals (audit detail issues Nos. 8, 9,
and 10).

OIG Position.
Based on RBS’ response, we revised the recommendation. We continue to
believe RBS officials must consult with OGC officials to obtain definitive
written guidance to establish those areas cited in this audit report that must be
included in the VAPG regulations. We note the general regulations covering
USDA grant programs cited by RBS in their response do not specifically
address the VAPG or requirements for grants made to profit-oriented
enterprises. Neither the Uniform Federal Assistance Regulations11 nor the
Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements with
Institutions of Higher Education,12 provide provisions that sufficiently
address the issues cited by RBS and covering the issues included in this audit
report.
OGC officials informed us they do not normally review for legal sufficiency
any requirements placed on program participants that are published only in
agency handbooks. In addition, OGC officials cautioned us that National
11
12

7 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 3015.
7 CFR 3019.
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Appeals Division hearing officers would review and consider only the formal
program regulations published by the agency in the course of considering
evidence in their legal proceedings on grantee appeals of agency actions.
Therefore, program provisions and requirements contained only in internal
agency handbooks would not normally be considered at the appeal hearings.
OGC officials also informed us that various other RD regulations referenced
the NOFAs or the Grant Agreements, as being applicable to the VAPG, could
contain contradictory requirements or include other requirements that could
be confusing because they are not applicable to the VAPG. Therefore, OGC
officials informed us that the most critical policies and procedures should be
published as a regulation to strengthen RBS’ enforcement ability of these
provisions instead of relying on references to regulations for other RD or
Departmental programs.
In addition, OGC officials noted that a Federal appellant court recently
determined that a USDA agency did not comply with the Administrative
Procedures Act when it implemented a program using only a “Notice of
Program Implementation” and did not follow required rulemaking
procedures, including publication of all program requirements for the public
in the regulations.
Specifically, we believe RBS officials should consult with OGC officials and
obtain their written guidance regarding which of the issues we cited can be
appropriately addressed in VAPG handbook procedures, Requests for
Proposals, Letters of Conditions, and Grant Agreements and which ones
definitely require codification in the regulations. The determination should
address the following concerns:
•

13
14

We continue to believe that RBS should obtain OGC direction regarding
whether VAPG applicants should be required to disclose whether they are
subject to Federal judgment or offset of payments as a result of
participation in USDA programs. We note the Uniform Federal
Assistance Regulations13 and the Uniform Administrative Requirements
for Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education14 have
provisions for special restrictive terms and conditions if the applicant has
a history of poor performance or is not otherwise responsible. We note
that these regulations require the awarding agency to tell the recipient, in
writing, why it is imposing the special conditions and what corrective
action is needed. Therefore, RBS should obtain OGC guidance regarding
the need to codify in the program regulations the process it plans to use to
identify “high-risk” projects and potentially impose special conditions on
grant recipients, including considerations included in the regulations
(audit detail issue No. 1).

7 CFR 3015.4.
7 CFR 3019.14.
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•

Because many VAPG grants are awarded which specify nonmonetary
contributions by the grant recipients, RBS should obtain OGC guidance
regarding whether the VAPG regulations need to include the
requirements for nonmonetary inkind contributions and the planned
process to ensure inkind contributions are properly valued. RBS should
obtain guidance from OGC officials regarding its decision to only include
in the VAPG Grant Agreement a more specific statement concerning the
grant recipient’s responsibility to provide sufficient verification of
matching fund valuation and expenditure and other generally applicable
requirements15 (audit detail issue No. 2).

•

RBS should obtain clearance from OGC regarding their plan to
incorporate identity-of-interest disclosure requirements only into the
VAPG Grant Agreement. RBS should also obtain OGC guidance
regarding the need to (1) include identity-of-interest disclosure principles
and specific definitions for related-party and identity-of-interest
transactions in the VAPG regulations and (2) require program participants
to sign identity-of-interest disclosure statements (audit detail issue No. 3).

•

RBS should obtain OGC direction regarding the need to also incorporate
into the program regulations a specific requirement that all grant fund
expenditures must be reasonable and typical compared to similar projects
and the procedures RBS will use to make this determination. We
question RBS’ plans to only incorporate recommendations for
determining reasonableness into the planned handbook because there may
not be sufficient authority to enforce RBS’ determination of unreasonable
expenditures (audit detail issue No. 4).

•

We recognize that 7 CFR 3015.124 and 7 CFR 3019.62 (a) provide
several potential remedies for noncompliance with Grant Agreements or
program regulations, including (1) temporary withholding of cash
payments, (2) disallowance of use of grant funds, (3) suspension of the
Grant Agreement, or (4) termination of the Grant Agreement. However,
RBS should obtain OGC guidance whether RBS could successfully take
an enforcement action regarding noncompliance with the requirements
for disclosure of identity-of-interest relationships, related-party
transactions, and the reasonableness of project costs if such provisions are
only included in the planned handbook for grant monitors but not
specified in the VAPG regulations. In addition, OGC should provide
advice whether the VAPG regulations should include those specific
corrective actions or sanctions expected to be imposed when grant
monitors determine the grant expenditures were unreasonable or the
grantee failed to properly disclose any identity-of-interest relationships or
related-party transactions and agreements (audit detail issue No. 5).

Including requirements contained in 7 CFR 3019.23.
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•

OGC should also provide advice whether applicable regulations restrict
VAPG grant recipients from using identity-of-interest firms to perform
the work included in the project proposals or engage in related-party
financial transactions. Regulations require all procurement transactions
to be conducted in a manner that provides maximum open and free
competition and states that the recipient’s officers, employees, or agents
shall neither accept gratuities, favors, or anything of monetary value from
contractors or proposed contractors.16 In addition, regulations17 state that
no employee, officer, or agent of a grant recipient shall participate in the
selection, award, or administration of a contract supported by Federal
funds if a real or apparent conflict of interest would be involved (audit
issue Nos. 4 and 5).

•

RBS noted VAPG regulations should provide servicing officials with
some flexibility regarding the need to complete project site visits.
However, we believe RBS needs to obtain OGC guidance regarding
whether publishing the project site visit requirements only in the
handbook will adequately inform the public of RBS’ intent to perform
onsite verification of the projects’ financial, performance, and
accomplishment reports and deter project managers from using VAPG
grant funds for improper or unauthorized purposes (audit issue No. 6).

•

We continue to believe RBS should obtain OGC direction regarding the
need to include all requirements of grant award recipients and servicing
officials into a consolidated regulation (audit issue No. 7).

As long as OGC concurs, we have no objection to RBS specifying in the
annual Request for Proposal (1) the process to be used to select RBS staff or
outside contractors to evaluate VAPG project proposals and (2) the
circumstances in which the Administrator will award additional points to
project proposals in order to increase the potential that VAPG grant awards
will be more evenly distributed throughout the Nation (audit issue Nos. 8, 9,
and 10).
In order to achieve a management decision for Recommendation No. 1, we
need to be informed that RBS has obtained written direction from OGC,
regarding those areas cited in this report, that must be addressed through
revision of the proposed VAPG rules and regulations and those areas that can
be satisfactorily addressed through issuance of a VAPG handbook, Letters of
Conditions, Grant Agreements, or Requests for Proposals. Also, we need to
be informed that RBS has obtained written guidance from OGC regarding
whether the proposed VAPG rules and regulations, program procedures,
Letters of Conditions, Grant Agreements, Requests for Proposals, etc., meet
the requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act. In addition, we need
16
17

7 CFR 3015.182 and 7 CFR 3015.181 (a)(2).
7 CFR 3015.181 and 7 CFR 3019.42.
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to be advised of the specific actions taken or planned by RBS to satisfactorily
address the cited issues along with acceptable timeframes for completing the
proposed actions, including the specific date for issuing the planned
handbook or revising program documents.
Recommendation No. 2
Obtain OGC guidance regarding the need to delay awarding VAPG grant
funds for future years until the cited regulations and internal agency operating
procedures are finalized and implemented.
RBS Response.
In the written response to the official draft report, RBS officials stated:
The Agency declines to delay the awarding of future VAPG grant funds.
The Agency believes it can substantially implement the aforementioned
positions prior to the release of additional program funds.
OIG Position.
In order to achieve a management decision for Recommendation No. 2, we
need to be informed that RBS has obtained OGC direction regarding whether
the awarding of grant funds for future years should be delayed until the
revised regulations and internal agency operating procedures are in place. In
addition, we need to be advised of the timeframes for completing actions
determined necessary under the guidance of OGC officials.
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Scope and Methodology
We initiated our review by gaining an understanding of the VAPG administered
by RBS. We reviewed the NOFAs related to the VAPG published in the
Federal Register by RBS during FYs 2001, 2002, and 2003. Also, we reviewed
a draft of the proposed VAPG regulations provided to us by RBS National
office officials in February 2003. The proposed VAPG regulations were
subsequently published in the Federal Register during June 2003. Also, we
reviewed and monitored the VAPG Internet site maintained by RBS National
office officials. In addition, we reviewed the CFR requirements for other grant
and loan programs administered by RBS and RD agencies to identify the
internal management control policies and operating procedures established for
those grant and loan programs.
We reviewed all 20 FY 2001 and all 6 FY 2002 appeal files related to the
applicant eligibility determinations and project proposal evaluations completed
under the guidance of RBS officials. We also reviewed RBS officials’
correspondence with agricultural product producers, OGC attorneys, and
independent contractors engaged by RBS officials to assist in performing
evaluations of FY 2002 project proposals. We conducted our review through
interviews with RBS National office officials and OGC attorneys in
Washington, D.C., and Kansas City, Missouri. We performed this audit in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards.
The survey universe was comprised of 294 projects that received RBS VAPG
grant awards totaling $57,812,034. During FY 2001, RBS made 63 VAPG
grant awards totaling $20,356,719 that were selected from 537 unique project
proposals totaling $136,252,258. Also, during FY 2002, RBS made 231 VAPG
grant awards totaling $37,455,315 that were selected from a total of 714 project
proposals submitted. In addition, during December 2003, RBS announced
184 FY 2003 VAPG grant awards totaling about $28.5 million. RBS published
the NOFA used to solicit FY 2003 project proposals and made the subsequent
grant awards after survey fieldwork was completed.
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